One of the main goals of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is the manipulation of models as software artifacts. Model execution is in particular a means to substitute models for code. Precisely, if models of a dedicated Domain-Specific Modeling Language (DSML) are interpreted through an execution engine, then this DSML is called interpreted-DSML (i-DSML for short). The possibility of extending i-DSML to adapt models directly during their execution, allows the building of adaptable i-DSML. In this article, we demonstrate that specializing adaptable i-DSML leads to the potential definition of accurate adaptation policies. Domain-specificities are the key factors to identify adaptations that really make sense. In effect, we introduce the concept of family as a mean to encapsulate adaptation operations that are attached to a particular domain. Families can be specialized with the special purpose of defining a hierarchy of adaptation contexts.
Introduction
The main goal of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) is to cope with productive models to build software. This can be commonly achieved by generating the code of the software from the models. On another hand, it is also possible to directly execute a model. In this case, the software system is an execution engine implementing an execution semantics and interpreting a model. Such a model is written in an interpreted Domain-Specific Modeling Language or i-DSML for short [8] . With i-DSML, the ability to run a model prior to its implementation is a time-saving and henceforth cost-saving approach for at least two reasons: (a) it becomes possible to detect and fix problems in the early stages of the software development cycle and (b) ultimately the implementation stage may be skipped. , where models are embedded within the system during its execution and acting primarily as a reasoning support (case (a) in Fig. 1) . The model is representing the current state of the system and the necessity of adaptation is checked through it. The required adaptation actions are then processed on the system. For adapting a model execution, these models@run.time principles can of course be applied (case (b) in Fig. 1 ). One can notice that in this particular case, there are two models at runtime. The first one is the executed model and the second one is the model representing its state in an adaptation purpose. As the content of the latter is based on the content of the former, this introduces a kind of redundancy between the two models which are hence containing similar or derived elements. In this case, why not directly integrating elements dedicated to the adaptation in the executed model? Even if it leads to complexify the model, it avoids the main disadvantage of models@run.time which is to maintain a consistent and causal connection between the system and the model for the model being a valid representation of the system at runtime. Now (case (c) in Fig. 1 ), the model is directly self-interrogating for managing its own adaptation. Such adaptable and executable models are written in an adaptable i-DSML [5, 6] .
In this paper, we focus on the direct adaptation of an executed model (case (c) in Fig. 1 ) with the definition of adaptable i-DSML. To that extent, we propose an example about a homemade process modeling language. Through this example, we show that specializing the i-DSML leads to enabling automatic and relevant adaptation policies. Indeed, with general-purpose models (and without strong link to any particular business content), it is often difficult, even impossible, to define automatic adaptation actions. Adding new elements on the metamodel or restricting the space of possible models through additional constraints can unlock this situation. The concept of adaptation family is proposed for managing adaptable i-DSML specialization. A family is composed of a specialized metamodel and associated adaptation policies. Families may inherit from each other allowing the definition of hierarchies of families. Inheritance naturally offers the reuse, factorization and specialization of adaptation policies as for code in object-oriented programming.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents an i-DSML defining timed processes and shows that, in case of delay in the process execution, no adaptation action can be established. Sect. 3 defines the concept of
